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Directive No. 6.06.01 

Charity Game Tickets 
(Beat the Odds) 

BACKGROUND 
Each deal of Beat the Odds contains 660 tickets and a seal card.  Instant winners are contained 
throughout the deal.  In addition, eighteen tickets, randomly distributed throughout each deal 
contain a sign up number. Players retain these for a chance to win up to five prizes totaling 
$320. 

The seal card has five rows of windows.  The top row contains one window and each 
descending row contains one more window than the previous row.  Concealed behind each 
window is a sign up number. 

Each row is associated with only ONE prize.  Players holding tickets bearing sign up numbers 
have a chance to win a prize from each row on the seal card. 

INSTRUCTIONS 
1. 	 Players that have a ticket bearing a sign up number should retain that ticket until all tickets 

in the deal have been sold and all prizes on the seal card have been awarded. 

2. 	 Before playing the seal card: 

a. 	 All tickets in the deal must be sold. 

b. 	 Announce that the seal card play on Beat the Odds will begin and identify the serial 
number of the deal that is being played. 

3. 	 The worker opens the top window ONLY on the seal card for that deal and announces the 
winning number. The winning number is shown to two or more players. 

4. 	 The player with the corresponding sign up number wins $15. 

5. 	 The person with the winning sign up number then chooses ONE window from the next row 
on the seal card for the worker to open. 

6. 	 The worker opens the selected window from that row and announces the winning number.  
The winning number is shown to two or more players.  The player with the corresponding 
sign up number wins the prize for that row and then chooses ONE window from the next row 
for the worker to open. 

7. 	 Repeat step 5 & 6 until one winner has been determined for each row. 

8. 	 If any prize from the seal card is not claimed when it is called, a neutral player may choose a 
window from the NEXT row for the worker to open.   

RESTRICTIONS 
9. 	 Prizes must be claimed within the time posted by the licensee but shall not be less than 14 

days from the date the last ticket in that deal was sold. 
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10. Seal cards must be retained until the winner(s) have been determined or the prize claim 
period has expired, whichever comes first, and there are no disputes. 

PRIZE PAYOUT 
11. Each deal of Beat the Odds contains the following: 

Takes In: $660.00 per deal (660 tickets @ $1.00 each) 
Pays Out: $495.00 per deal 

Gross Profit: $165.00 per deal 
% Payout: 75.00% per deal 

% Profit (Net): 15.00% per deal 
Winning Ticket Ratio: 1 in 5.84 per deal 

Number Prize Winning
 Of Tickets Amount Combination
 1 $150.00 Seal winner 

1 $75.00 Seal winner 
1 $50.00 Seal winner 
1 $30.00 Seal winner 
1 $15.00 Seal winner 
1 $50.00 (3) dice 
2 $10.00 (3) slot machines 

105 $1.00 (3) jack & ace 

UNRESOLVED ISSUES 
12. If a player has a complaint involving Beat the Odds, log the issue along with the name(s) of 

player(s) involved and retain the seal card. Maintain with the game records. 

Signed copy available upon request 

M. Scott Bowen, Lottery Commissioner Date 
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